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cently been published which give precise and trustworthy
accounts of what really took place at Konopischt and which
will lead all serious students to consign Mr. Steed's amazing
theory to the limbo of propagandist war myths.46 One of
these documents is the official report sent to the German
Foreign Office the day after the interview by Baron von
freutler, the Minister in attendance upon William II.47
This gives a good account of the conversations between
William II and Franz Ferdinand. They first touched upon
the Balkan situation, in view of an alarming telegram from
Athens that the Greeks had called up their marine reserves
and were rumored to be planning an attack on Turkey.
Franz Ferdinand and his guest agreed to sound King Carol
of Rumania, to see whether he would use his influence in
favor of peace and the preservation of the status quo as
fixed by the Treaty of Bucharest. Both expressed their dis-
like of Ferdinand of Bulgaria, Franz Ferdinand gave vent
to his suspicions of Italy's mala fides in Albania and in
general. The German Emperor tried to allay his suspicions,
and hoped that when Franz Ferdinand should meet the
King of Italy at the German routine maneuvers later in
the year, there would be an opportunity for establishing
more cordial personal relations between Victor Emmanuel
and the Heir to the Hapsburg throne.
The main topic of conversation at Konopischt, how-
ever, like that between William II and Francis Joseph at
46 Even Mr. Seton-Watson, whom no one will accuse of being over
lenient toward Austria, has at last acknowledged (Sarajevo, p. Ill):
"Nothing which even remotely deserves the name of evidence has ever
been adduced in proof [of the theory of official complicity on the part
of Vienna and Budapest] and each of the many suspicious details is sus-
ceptible of a simpler and less sensational explanation;" similarly also
pp. 114, 287.
47In Deutsche Politik, May 14, 1920; GJP., XXXIX, 365ft; and re-
printed by Montgelas, The Case for the Central Powers, pp. 232-235.
Treutler's accuracy as to the first point discussed in the interview is con-
finned by the telegram sent by the Austrian Minister in Athens on June
12, printed in Conrad, III, 660 i

